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ABSTRACT
Patient safety became one of the most important indicators
in maintaining the quality of nursing service in the hospital.
Patient, individual staff, team, task and technology, work
environment, organizational and management, and institutional
context factors are all examples of obstacles nurses encounter
when attempting to ensure patient safety in the hospital setting.
Lastly, nurses should put concern in patient safety to make sure
the quality by considering the behaviour and refer to Laurence
Green Theory.
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In the hospitals, patient safety is a significant source of concern.
Not just for the hospital’s administration but also the healthcare
professionals engaged, such as physicians, nurses, and other
healthcare professionals. Within the first 48 hours of a patient’s
admission to the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), predisposing variables
contributed to the patient’s emergency. In the ICU, the mistake
rate is higher because nurses are more focused on patient care
and collaborative activities with other medical workers, which
causes nursing documentation to be less accurate and efficient.
This might happen when nurses are experiencing an increase
in their nursing burden, resulting in them making mistakes
(Kang et al., 2016). The actions that necessitate nurses to act
quickly, making patient identification with bracelets ineffective.
As a result, nurses’ nursing documentation is not as adequate
as possible. Nurse communication (documentation) failures in
the intensive care unit can result in mistakes in documentation,
insufficient paperwork, and only a small number of patients
meeting documentation requirements (Nursalam, 2016).
There are many different types of medications, treatments,
and tests available in hospitals and medical equipment that use
modern technology. Along with the advancement of research
and technology, the complexity of healthcare services supplied
by healthcare and non-healthcare personnel is expanding
(Thimbleby, 2013). Consequently, unfavourable events can
occur if the complexity is not effectively controlled. The nursing
staff is the most numerous and longest-interacting human
resource with patients. The nursing staff is on call 24 hours
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a day, seven days a week, to accompany
and monitor patient health constantly and
continuously to give comprehensive and
professional nursing care. Nurses make many
mistakes due to their heavy workload and
their combined efforts with other health care
professionals. This can result in adverse events
that have a negative influence on patient safety.
Failure to ensure patient safety correctly and
adequately can result in the transmission of
infections, medication administration mistakes,
and treatments that can result in permanent
damage or even death in patients if not done
correctly and appropriately. Patient, individual
staff, team, task and technology, work
environment, organizational and management,
and institutional context factors are all examples
of obstacles nurses encounter when attempting
to ensure patient safety in the hospital setting
(Ridelberg et al., 2014).
As a result, an approach based on
Lawrence Green’s theory of human behaviour
must be used to determine human behaviour
from the level of health, which suggests that
behaviour is formed by several factors, one of
which is predisposing factors, which include
knowledge, attitudes, and motivation, must be
used to determine human behaviour from the
level of health. Lawrence Green is credited
with developing this hypothesis, first proposed
in 1980. It attempts to understand human
behaviour from the standpoint of health. Two
essential elements impact the health of an
individual or a society: factors caused by
conduct and factors that are not caused by
behaviour (Lawrence, 2007; Lawrence & Kinn,
2013).
Behaviour is influenced by three main
factors, summarized in the acronym
PRECEDE. Predisposing, Enabling and
Reinforcing Causes in Educational Diagnosis
and Evaluation. PRECEDE is a direction to
follow when assessing or diagnosing, and
evaluating behaviour in the context of health
education (promotion) activities. PRECEDE is
a stage in the process of analysing an issue.
The preceding processes or phases are divided
into five categories. It is necessary to assess
the overall quality of life and the social issues
and demands of a particular community in the
first stage. The second stage is determining
the health factors of the problem and the need
identified. The third stage entails investigating
the behavioural and environmental factors that
influence the development of health issues. The

fourth step involves identifying the elements
that influence, reinforce, and enable behaviour
and lifestyle choices. Five-stage intervention
planning consists of determining which
health promotion, education or policy-related
interventions are most effective in inducing
desired changes in behaviour or environment
and which factors support those changes in
behaviour and environment to achieve the
desired results (Binkley & Johnson, 2013;
James et al., 2021).
Furthermore, this Precede model can be
described as the behaviour itself is determined
or formed from 3 factors: 1) Predisposing
factors that are manifested in knowledge,
attitudes, motivation, beliefs, beliefs, values,
and so on. 2) Enabling factors to manifest in
the physical environment, the availability or
unavailability of health facilities or facilities. 3)
Reinforcing factors, which are manifested in the
attitudes and behaviour of health workers, or
other officers, which are a reference group for
community behaviour. Meanwhile, PROCEED:
Policy, Regulatory, Organizational Construct in
Educational and Environmental Development
is a direction in planning, implementing, and
evaluating health education (promotion). If
PROCEED is the problem diagnosis phase,
then proceed is the planning, implementation
and evaluation of health promotion. Proceed
consists of four additional stages. In the sixth
stage, the interventions identified in the fifth
stage are implemented. The seventh stage
requires evaluation of the intervention process.
The eighth stage involves evaluating the impact
of the intervention on the factors supporting
the behaviour and on the behaviour itself. The
ninth and final stage, consisting of outcome
evaluation, is to determine the final effect of the
intervention on the health and quality of life of
the population (Bahadori et al., 2021; Guevarra
et al., 2021).
Laurence
Green’s
theory
provides
accurate information and description in the
implementation of patient safety which includes
three factors, namely predisposing, enabling,
and reinforcing factors. This can be the right
foundation for nurses to carry out patient safety.
Finally, nurses may effectively adopt and
enforce patient safety if they take appropriate
strategies and behaviours. Patient satisfaction
with the quality of service may be improved
in this manner, and the quality of service in
safeguarding patients while they are having
treatment at the hospital can be guaranteed.
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